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openMDM Architecture Committee 
Meeting Notes: 2018-06-08 

Author: Stefan Ebeling 

Attendees 
The following members were present 

 Jan Blockx (Siemens AG) 

 Stefan Ebeling (BMW AG) 

 Stefan Wartini (Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme GmbH) 

 Angelika Wittek (openMDM Toolkit Manager) 

The following members were absent 

 Matthias Ebeling (Daimler AG) 

 Christian Krenner (AUDI AG) 

Topics 

Contribution „Authentication & Authorization“ from Canoo 

The sources contributed by Canoo are in the process of quality assurance using Gerrit. In general the 

code quality is good, the IP is respected (no external libraries were added), but some Unit Tests are 

failing. Furthermore the code contains two notable ToDos: The session expiration and the startup of 

the full text search engine are commented out. 

The problem: The author left Canoo and it’s unclear if Canoo will address these issues. Angelika will 

send the author an e-mail (to the address stored in his committer account) asking for help. 

In the calendar week 25 Angelika will decide how to proceed. 

In the meantime everyone is invited to review the documentation stored in Bugzilla: 

https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=535381. 

Release Planning 

The first Milestone of openMDM Version 5 was released on June 4th 2018 

A merge of the CRUD branch (a contribution from Daimler) into the main dev branch was checked 

without any issues. MBBM will test their PAK adapter implementation against this code version. And 

if no problems arise, the merge will be done in preparation of the second Milestone–which is 

planned for CW 25. 

Milestone 3 should contain the extension “Authentication & Authorization” (see above). 

Then the final release review has to be started. This is a precondition for leaving the incubation 

phase of openMDM at Eclipse. This review will take about 3 months. 

https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=535381
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EclipseCon 2018 

Angelika and Ralph (Müller from Eclipse) will promote openMDM on the EclipseCom 2018 in CW 24. 
The aim is to get in contact with other automotive working groups. 

Issues reported by Tata 

Tata reported some issues via Bugzilla. Some of them were technical problems (which are already 
solved). But they also asked for an UI translated into English and a user guide. 

The AC members agreed to inform the SC about these two requirements.  

List of committers 

Angelika checked the list of committers and removed all inactive developers. These are the 

remaining ones: 

 Sebastian Dirsch, Gigatronik 

 Matthias Koller, Peak Solution 

 Alexander Nehmer, Atos 

 Florian Schmitt, Atos 

 Angelika Wittek 


